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Definitions:

• Generator weight for eventi: wi

• Acceptance for eventi: εi

• Number of weighted accepted events:∑i wiεi

• Total acceptance:A = ∑i wiεi/∑i wi

We are interested in how much the number of accepted events varies for a
given numer of weighted generated events. Thus the error on the acceptance is
only due to variations of the denominator.

For a single generated eventi, the mean number of observations isεi with
varianceεi(1− εi) (from binomial distribution). Since the events are independent,
we get the error ofA from the quadratic sum of the individual contributions:
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To first approximation, the mean number of observationsεi is constant, result-
ing in the formula presented by Ilija:
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In the di-muon analysis, the acceptanceεi for every event is the product of
two efficiencies: the geometrical acceptanceεi,g and the trigger efficiencyεi,t.
These quantities can be determined by arranging the events in certain classes: the
geometrical acceptancesεi,g are functions ofxF andpT , and the FLT efficiencies
εi,t are functions of the global event characteristics and assumed to be different for
every eventi. Assuming thatεi,g andεi,t are uncorrelated, they can be multiplied.
The error on acceptance of a given binj in xF andpT are then
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Alternatively, we could divide the Monte Carlo sample inN (e.g.N = 100)
subsamples and calculate the acceptances for each of them. The spread of the
results, i.e. RMS/

√
N, is an empirical measure for the acceptance error. The ad-

vantage of this method is that all correlations are taken into account automatically.


